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Art & Design
Why you will enjoy Art at The Chantry School.

Why you will enjoy _____________ at the Chantry

Pupils enjoy learning a range of work by artists, craftspeople and cultures from different times
and places. Pupils enjoy the emphasis placed on developing their skills and confidence to
express individual ideas and feelings through Art. There are opportunities provided to explore
ideas and concepts relevant to their experiences and develop their thinking skills for life.
Overall, pupils will enjoy Art as a new opportunity to routinely practise their art and express
themselves creatively.

Topics studied during Year 7
The art curriculum will ensure that all pupils are taught the formal elements of line, tone, form,
colour and texture in ways that allow them to use these to record what they see and design
what they imagine. All pupils access a wide range of 2D and 3D techniques, both traditional
and experimental and develop skills within these.
Cycle 1: Drawing and painting, Inspired by landscapes and the impressionist movement.
This unit also looks at the visual elements of art and colour theory.
Cycle 2: Printmaking, Inspired by insects.
Cycle 3: Clay Tiles , Inspired by Gothic Art. Focusing on William De Morgan’s lettering.

Testimonial from a Pupil
The best things about year 7 Art are the new techniques, artists and art
styles you learn with the correct equipment and the fantastic teachers.
It’s a great way to express yourself.
Piper ,Current Year 8.

Excellence in all Excellent for all

Computing
Why
you
Computing at at
The
Why
youwill
willenjoy
enjoy _____________
theChantry
Chantry School
Computing is a subject that affects lots of areas of your life - both now and in the future. Because of that, we aim to teach you how to create the products you’re familiar with (such as
3D games and smartphone apps) and the skills and knowledge you’ll need for the future;
from spreadsheets to text-based programming. It’s a hands-on practical subject with lots of
variety and achievement from creating your own programmed products.

Topics studied during Year 7
Unit 1: IT Skills. This unit introduces you to The Chantry School computer network and
teaches you some important skills for using it well and managing your documents.
Unit 2: Kodu Game Design. In this unit you’ll get to create your own working 3D game while
learning some basic principles of coding.
Unit 3: Scratch. Continuing to look at code design, you then use a block programming language to create a range of
Unit 4: Computing Basics. This unit teaches you about how computer systems function,
from the parts inside a computer to the binary code behind everything we use them for.
Unit 5: Spreadsheets. An introduction to one of the most widely used software programs at
work. You’ll create your own tool to calculate the costs of keeping a pet.

Extra Curricular opportunities within Computing
Each year we recruit two year 7 pupils to join our team of Digital Leaders. They have presented assemblies (both at The Chantry and other primary schools) about e-safety issues, and
we’ve taken part in a conference of Digital Leaders from other schools across the midlands.
There is also a weekly lunchtime computing club where you can explore technology outside
of lessons, such as coding skills and robotics.
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Testimonial from a Pupil
"I think that Computer Science is really fun and enjoyable, you can learn interesting things that are unlike anything else in the curriculum. It also teaches you skills that will really help in the future." (Hannah —Year 11)

Excellence in all Excellent for all

Drama
Why you will enjoy Drama at The Chantry School
Why you will enjoy _____________ at the Chantry

Students thoroughly enjoy the subject of Drama, it gives you a chance to express yourself in a fun,
dynamic way. We aim to makes all lessons enjoyable through working practically, either as a whole
class, in groups or independently. In Drama ,we explore the world we live in together, as we learn
how to participate in the creative process to be able to produce performance material worthy of an
audience. Lessons are always collaborative where we learn to reflect on ourselves and those
around us in order to improve upon being better people and performers.

Topics studied during Year 7
During Cycle 1 pupils are introduced to the key performance skills, using their body as their
tool through non-verbal communication. Pupils will explore their use of facial expressions,
body language and voice, addressing the importance of reacting when in role. They will be
introduced to the core dramatic techniques exploring their uses and mportance through the
creation of drama material.
In Cycle 2 pupils will be introduced to genre/style through the study of Pantomime/
Commedia dell’Arte. They will continue to develop their performance skills, group work and
knowledge of this style of performance through the study of it’s stock characters, focusing
on physicality in role.
Finally, pupils will explore drama through a text in Cycle 3 as they experience working from
a script. They will discover the plays themes, understand playwrights’ intentions, characterisation/interpretation and staging a performance.

Extra Curricular opportunities within Drama
In Year 7, pupils will have the opportunity to take part in a Key Stage 3 lunchtime drama club.
There is also the chance to get involved with the annual school production if they wish.
In previous years this has been either a musical or a play. There is the opportunity to be on
stage as a performer or behind the scenes if pupils show a keen interest and are able commit
the valuable time needed to produce a professional piece of theatre as a company.
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Testimonial from a Pupil
Drama has always been my favourite subject, there is nothing better than
working with your friends and having the freedom to express yourself. I love
having the chance to create performance work and now feel really confident in
myself as a person and on stage when performing. I get a real buzz from the
lesson .

Hollie, Yr 10
Excellence in all Excellent for all

Design & Technology
Why
you
Design & Technology
at The Chantry School
Why
youwill
willenjoy
enjoy _____________
at the Chantry
At The Chantry School, Design & Technology is a very important part of the school curriculum. We strive to develop your creativity by allowing you to design and make products that are original and to a high quality. You
will learn to use a wide range of materials and ingredients to make products and will be taught a broad spectrum of techniques and processes to achieve quality outcomes. You will learn to use Computer Aided Design and
Computer aided manufacture through the use of our laser cutter and high quality digital imaging and manufacturing software packages.

Topics studied during Year 7
In Year 7 you will be studying topics in 3D Product Design, Food & Nutrition, Graphics and Textiles You will have 18
hours of study for each topic which will cover areas of Designing, Making and Evaluating as well as building your
technical knowledge in each of the topics.
In 3D Design you will design and make a desk top calendar by combining the skills of sketching, modelling, use of
hand tools and machines and CAD/CAM. You will also develop an understanding of good design.
In Graphics Year 7 complete a set of publicity material for an album of their choice. The outcome is a Pop-up
leaflet and CD cover. They cover skills such as writing specifications, modelling pop-up mechanisms in paper and
card, developing their ICT skills by using Serif Draw plus and learning about Pop-up artists.
In Food you will be studying the topic of healthy eating, You will learn about the different nutrient groups and the
impact they have on your body. You will apply this knowledge to plan and prepare two dishes: A healthy salad and
a healthy pizza. You will also learn the importance of food safety and hygiene.

Extra Curricular opportunities within Design & Technology
There will be a range of extra curricular opportunities for you to choose from. There are sessions to
help you improve you designing and making skills as well as the opportunity to enter our design
awards competition. There will also be a CAD/CAM club for you to learn more about digital fabrication such as laser cutting and 3D printing.

Testimonial from a Pupil
I really enjoy Design & Technology because we made calendar blocks. I really
enjoyed making them because we had access to all the machinery including
the laser cutter and we could make any design we wanted to.
This was very different to the design and technology in primary school
Florence
Excellence in all Excellent for all

English
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enjoy_____________
English at The
School
Whyyou
you will
will enjoy
atChantry
the Chantry
The English curriculum at The Chantry is academically challenging, pupil-focused and
varied. It will build upon your foundations from primary school and guide and support
you to hone your skills as a confident communicator, making significant gains in reading, writing and spoken language. You will enjoy feeling inspired and creative as you
explore a number of topics and current issues through a wide range of activities in lessons.
Topics studied during Year 7
Cycle 1: ‘Don’t Get Me Started’ - Writing to present a point of view. We explore Malala
Yousafzai’s UN address, and a range of other texts that present a point of view or argument. You get to craft your own points of view, and learn the art of being persuasive.
Cycle 2: Gothic Literature—studying a range of Gothic extracts, poems and animations.
You will also get to write your own short stories and openings, applying gothic conventions and trying to scare your readers.
Cycle 3: Poetry of The Romantic era, focusing on Nature and environmental issues. You
will explore a range of poetic devices and learn how to analyse a poet’s craft.

Extra Curricular opportunities within English
We regularly work closely with the Drama department in offering theatre opportunities.
All students have the opportunity to take part in the ‘Book Buzz’ initiative through the library
system, receiving a brand new book to keep and enjoy– one of our favourite strategies that
helps to promote reading for pleasure.
There are House competitions throughout the school year, including a Spelling Bee,
Harry Potter Day and we offer writing competitions in partnership with the library with prizes to
win!
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Testimonial from a Pupils
'I really enjoyed learning about Gothic Literature. I liked reading lots of different Gothic
stories and having the opportunity to write my own Gothic opening.' - Keeley Box
‘'I really enjoyed my English teacher who was lovely and bubbly .’ - Piper Foster
‘'I really liked being in sets and working with people who were the same ability as me. I
didn't have to wait for them to finish their work.' - Cameron Morris

Excellence in all Excellent for all
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Chantry School
Geography, at The Chantry, encourages pupils to develop a passion for our living world, and to understand the world that they are growing up in. The foundation for this is developed through core geographical knowledge of the interrelationships between the physical and human world. Application of
this knowledge to real life examples allows students to contextualise geographical theory. Using topical
and up-to-date case studies underpins the relevance of the subject to the students. The lessons will
always be fun and engaging including a variety of activities like debates and peer to peer teaching.

Topics studied during Year 7:
At KS3, pupils develop a knowledge about diverse places, people, and resources. They deepen their
understanding of the interaction between physical and human processes, and of the formation and use
of landscapes and environments. Geographical knowledge, understanding and skills, provide the
framework that explains how the Earth’s features at different scales are shaped, interconnected and
change over time. The topics included covered in Year 7 are: What is geography? Without geography

you are nowhere—Mapskills, Investigating the UK, Flooding, Investigating Africa, Local investigation,
- Martley, Geology.

Extra Curricular opportunities within
Fieldwork is an essential part of studying geography and pupils are given the opportunity to
participate in a wide range of fieldwork opportunities. A range of fieldwork opportunities are
given from Martley, Worcester and a residential experience. Additionally throughout the year
opportunities to participate in competitions related to world events as well as the Geographical Associations Worldwise quiz.
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Testimonial from a Pupil
Since I started studying geography in yYar 7, it has only gotten more interesting,
and I have grown to love learning about current challenges in the world today,
and how these potentially effect us. One of my favourite topics is urban areas, and
how they can be effected by things such as population increase and global warming. I think new students at the Chantry will love this subject as not only does it
give you many skills and different areas of knowledge, but it is also a fun and interesting subject to learn about. Alfie ,Year 10

Excellence in all Excellent for all
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History is fun to investigate and is about people who have done funny, interesting, important and surprising things for centuries. History is an enquiry about past events, changes and people. History is also
about going to see what is around us in the world and going out of school to sites like Goodrich, Kenilworth and even Berlin. History helps us understand who we are and how we came to be here, living our
lives. History fosters thinking for yourself and forming your own balanced views.

Topics studied during Year 7
•

How hard was life in a typical medieval village?

•

How important was Medieval Worcester?

•

Would you have made a good bishop in the middle ages?

•

Does Mary Tudor deserve to be known as “Bloody Mary”?

•

How did London cope with the disasters of the 1660s?

•

How much can a cartoon tell us about 1858 and the Great Stink?

•

How did Goodrich castle change?

Extra Curricular opportunities within
Pupils are encouraged to trace the Worcester city walls in Year 7 and research about the sites of the
1575 queen’s visit. Year 7 and 8 visit historical sites—Goodrich and Kenilworth. There have been
GCSE residentials visits with MFL to Berlin (Yr11). Pupils are also encouraged to read about world history in Year 9, watch relevant films like Suffragette and the Pianist and find out more about the changing experiences of Blues musicians. We encourage family history research especially about involvement in the Great War. Finally, History also generates its own unplanned stories and events when pupils bring in so many interesting objects and stories like medals, photos of Belsen, links to the gunpowder plot, documents and even re-enactment weapons and helmets. ANZAC biscuit recipes will reappear
this year and are also now made in a partner German school.
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Testimonial from a Pupil
I really enjoyed learning about the suffragettes as it's really important to us currently
and it teaches us how they changed our lives. I’m looking forward to learning about the
two world wars as our lives have changed so much because of them. I like learning from
images and exploring different sources in our lessons.

Lilly, 9 Cotswold
Excellence in all Excellent for all
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You will learn about a broader range of Mathematical topics than you have done previously. You will learn more about how to apply your knowledge and how to problem
solve using the skills that you have. You will be actively encouraged to investigate
Mathematics for yourself and build your independent study skills to enable you to be
successful. Our aim is to build your confidence regardless of your ability so that you
will achieve your potential.

Topics studied during Year 7
There are three levels of study in Year 7 which depend on your previous achievements in Mathematics. There are key aspects of the curriculum which are common
in all the levels and some that change dependent upon the complexity. All year 7
pupils will be given the opportunity to study the following topics:
Analysing and displaying data, Number Skill, Equations, Functions, Formulae, Fractions, Angles, Shapes, Transformations, Multiplicative Reasoning, Probability and

Extra Curricular opportunities within Mathematics.
Maths challenge and a further 4 students into the Team challenge. Each year,
we enter 30 students for the Uk
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Testimonial from a Pupil
I really enjoy Maths at The Chantry. The teacher always offers one to one support
during lessons which is a really good opportunity , especially for the children who
aren’t confident to speak up. We cover many topics over the school year and the
teacher uses a range of different actives and teaching methods to help you understand and remember what you have learned.
Excellence in all Excellent for all

Modern Foreign Languages
Why
youwill
willenjoy
enjoy Modern
_____________
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Chantry at The Chantry School
Why
you
Foreign
Languages
At The Chantry School, Modern Foreign Languages (MFL) are considered a very important part of the
school curriculum. Our languages teachers strive to foster all pupils’ passion and curiosity for language
learning as we believe that learning a foreign language is a skill for life and creates successful citizens of
the world.
You will enjoy a wide range of engaging activities in lessons ranging from doing choral repetition, speed
dating, grammar and speaking tasks to listening to foreign music and watching foreign films. In addition, you will be able to experience French and German culture first hand thanks to a variety of cultural
projects and a fantastic offer of trips and exchanges abroad. Languages at The Chantry will really
change your life!

Topics studied during Year 7
You will be able to study two languages in Year 7, French and German – with the opportunity to focus
on only one of the two starting from Year 8. You will develop skills in listening, reading, writing and
speaking and will acquire grammatical understanding which will permeate all skill areas.
Below an outline of the topics an contents covered in our Year 7 Curriculum in each language:
GERMAN: My world/ My family/ School

FRENCH: My world/ School/ Free time

Extra Curricular opportunities within the curriculum
The World Cinema Club; whole-school house competitions such as The Map Project and the Bastille
Day; the Onatti theatre plays performed by native speaker actors; the Oxford University Languages
Day; European trips such as Freiburg and the Black Forest, the Christmas market trip to Lille and Cologne and the trip to Berlin; the German and French exchanges with our European partner schools in
Bensheim and Chaumont, the UK-German Connection scholarship to experience studying in Germany.
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Testimonial from a Pupil
I really love languages - lessons are fun and very interactive. Languages really open
your mind and are a great skill to have for your career. I have loved all the trips and
exchanges— the latter in particular have enabled me to make friends for life and have
boosted my language skills considerably. I would definitely recommend new Year 7 pupils
to take a language till GCSE!- Archie , Year 10

Excellence in all Excellent for all

MUSIC
Why
you
Music at The Chantry
School
Why
youwill
willenjoy
enjoy _____________
at the Chantry
Music covers such as wide variety of styles, there is something for everyone including: Pop, rock, film music, jazz, classical, musicals, world music...the list is almost
endless. But put quite simply, music makes you feel good! Playing instruments and
listening to music will get your feet tapping along to the beat.

Topics studied during Year 7

Everyone can get something out of music! All ranges of ability are catered for, the
emphasis is on having fun whilst developing listening, performing and composing
skills. All pupils have the opportunity to develop practical skills using a wide
range of musical equipment such as: Guitars, keyboards, microphones, recording
studio, Apple Mac computers with the latest music software.

Extra Curricular opportunities within music:
Rock School: student bands/recording and performance opportunities
Jazz Ensemble: All instruments and vocalists
Open Mic Sessions: All instruments and vocalists
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Testimonial from a Pupil
I really enjoy:
Pupil 1- Being able to express myself by writing my own songs
Pupil 2 - Trying out instruments I’ve never played before
Pupil 3 - EVERYTHING!
Excellence in all Excellent for all

Physical Education
Why you will enjoy Physical Education at The Chantry School
Why you will enjoy _____________ at the Chantry

Pupils enjoy being physically and mentally active, fit and healthy in PE. They have the opportunity to improve their fitness, mental health and motor skill development by working in teams or
individually. Pupils enjoy the opportunity to demonstrate communication and leadership skills,
and are able to set targets which improve their confidence and self esteem. We have access to
fantastic facilities including the climbing wall, fitness suite, dance studio and large sports hall.

Topics studied during Year 7
In PE pupils are taught to use tactics and strategies to overcome opponents, develop techniques and improve performance in a range of activities. They will also overcome intellectual
and physical challenges in outdoor and adventurous activities and be encouraged to work in
teams, building trust and problem solving either individually or as a group. Pupils will also
have the opportunity to analyse their own performances and demonstrate the improvements
they have made.
These skills will be taught through a range of activities including some of the following: hockey, football, netball, rugby, dance, gymnastics, Athletics, cricket, rounders, badminton and
OAA (Outdoor and Adventure).

Extra Curricular opportunities within
We encourage pupils to participate in extra-curricular activities both recreationally and in
competitive fixtures. There are regular after school sports clubs in netball, hockey, football, rugby, cricket and rounders. We also have young leaders and recreational opportunities in trampolining, badminton and 5 a side. There are trips to Llanrug for an outdoor adventure week, one of the two ski trips, sporting events and sports tours.
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Testimonial from a Pupil
I really enjoy PE, it’s a great way to let off steam and de-stress. It is also a great
way to try new sports and meet new people. Every lesson is different, that’s what
makes it so good.

Excellence in all Excellent for all

Religion, Philosophy & Ethics
Why you will enjoy Religion, Philosophy & Ethics at The Chantry School
Why you will enjoy _____________ at the Chantry

Religion, Philosophy and Ethics at its core explores what it means to be human, living the human life.
Students will enjoy the exploration of a range of the BIG questions in life, from the origins of life to
the existence of God and what it means to live a good life. Through discussions and debates, students
will develop their own sense of moral decision making, along with their own ideas about ways of living. RPE unlocks a world of vibrancy and diversity, whilst inspiring those ‘lightbulb’ moments of awe
and wonder about the world we live in.

Topics studied during Year 7
In year 7, pupils will begin by exploring the nature of reality and knowledge through considering a
range of answers to the questions: ‘How can we know what is real or true?’. This will enable pupils to
develop critical thinking skills and empower them to make judgments about some of the Ultimate
Questions about life and living throughout KS3. Pupils will also develop their knowledge and understanding of a range of worldviews and how these influence how people live their lives.
Autumn—How do we know what is real? What are the origins of our universe?
Spring—How can we know right from wrong? Should Christians be greener than everyone else?

Testimonial from a Pupil
I think RPE is one of the best subjects in school! You don’t just learn about God,
you study the morals in life—the good and the bad things. You become confident
in being able to talk to people from different backgrounds because you understand their beliefs. Learning RPE is fun! In Year 8 we had Hinduism Day which
was an absolute blast! We cooked traditional Indian food, played Indian drums
and learned how to Bhangra dance. In Year 9 we also designed our own prisons!
- Ellesse, Year 10 pupil.
Excellence in all Excellent for all

Science
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at TheatChantry
School
Right from the beginning we engage all of our new pupils with a range of practical activities
linked to the world around us. In the first term you will undertake practical activities that include using a microscope to observe cells, a variety of separation techniques to include using
a Bunsen burner and distillation apparatus, as well as a range of thermal energy transfer experiments. We are a large department of enthusiastic teachers who strive to ignite the enquiring minds of our young people and to enthuse them with what we consider the awe and wonder of science in everyday life.

Topics studied during Year 7
As a core subject you will study our bespoke KS3 curriculum which is broad and balanced
and focused on complementing and supporting the requirements of the KS4 science curriculum. In Year 7 topics covered are: Cells, Atoms Elements and Compounds, Energy

Extra Curricular opportunities within the curriculum
House science competitions to include “Amazing spaghetti towers” and “Egg drop challenge”.
The Big Bang fair at the NEC, Eco club, Wildlife club, The big bird watch, New Scientist Live at
EXCEL.
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Testimonial from a Pupil
Science at The Chantry has always been one of my favourite subjects because of the exciting practical activities and thought provoking lessons discovering about how our world
works. I have really enjoyed my Science education during my 5 years at the Chantry and
I hope you will too. Tabby, Y11

Excellence in all Excellent for all

